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ABSTRACT

The operation and construction of a compact
aspirator-type cleaner and sorter for conifer seeds is
described. The report indicates how an earlier device
has been mooified and offers suggestions for further
improvements.

INTRODUCTION

Air separation of seeds from chaff is one of
the oldest known methods of seed cleaning. The
biblical method of winnowing consisted of tossing a
mixture of seeds and chaff into the wind, allowing
the light chaff to be moved laterally while the heav·
ier grain fell almost straight down. Mechanization, to
produce a dependable source of moving air, resulted
in fanning mills which are still the primary means of
seed cleaning in many parts of the world.

Modern air separators may be classified as
pneumatic, aspirator, or scalping types (Vaughan
!! !!.. 19681. In pneumatic separators, the fan is
placed near the air intake so that air is pushed through
the separating column under positive pressure. In
aspirator types, the fan is placed at the discharge
end of the separator, creating a reduced pressure or
partial vacuum which causes outside air to be drawn
through the separating cotumn. Scalping types em·
plov a combination of air separation with a scalping
reel (cvlindrical screen).

All air separators rely on differences in ter
minal velocities between the seeds and the unde
sirable material. Terminal velocity is the maximum
speed that a particle attains in free·fall before air
resistance prevents it from falling faster; thus, heavier
particles fall faster than lighter ones. Terminal vela·
city may also be expressed as the air velocity required
to suspend the particle in a confined, rising column
of air; thus, when air velocity is adjusted to just
suspend heavy particles, lighter ones will be lifted;
i.e., separated. Of the several factors influencing the
terminal velocity of seeds--shape or streamlining,
specific gravity, volume, surface texture, surface area,
and gross dimensions--the most important ones for
seed separation usually are the weight of the individ·
ual seed in relation to its air resistance. Thus. for
seeds of the same shape and size, density or specific
gravity differences can be used to separate them in
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RESUME

l'auteur donne la description du lonetionne
ment et de la construction d'une nettoyeuse-trieuse
compacte de semences de coniferes. du type aspira
leur. II indique la modification d'un ancien modl!le
de trieuse de semences et suooere des amEliorations
plus poussces de I'appareil.

an air column.

Woolard and Silen (1973) described a compact
seed cleaner/sorter that combined features of the
South Dakota blower (Erickson 1944) and a seed
separator developed by Silen (1964) into a gentle,
yet speedily·operating unit for conifer seeds. A
vacuum cleaner provided the air train; i.e., the unit
was an aspirator type separator.

A unit built at the Pacific Forest Research
Centre (PFRC) erTbodied most of the features of
the Woolard-Silen apparatus, but some modifications
were made (a) to increase its utility as a research tool
and (b) to simplify and economize construction. This
report desaibes the new unit and offers suggestions
for further improvements.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The PFRC unit consists of four main tubes
through which air is drawn by a vacuum cleaner.
For rough cleaning (separation of dewinged seeds
from chaff, dust and other light debris), the seeds
are placed in tube B (Fig. 1). Tube A is closed.
When the vacuum is activated, air is drawn into
the lower end of B, lifting the chaff and dust to the
top and into C. The air stream, on leaving the lower
end of tube C, turns vertically upward to exit to the
vacuum source via tube D. Since 0 is larger than C,
air velocitv is reduced, permitting particles to fall
into container G. Very light chaff may be drawn
through 0 into the vacuum cleaner.

For seed sorting, cleaned seeds are fed into
tube A using the feeder N. Tube A is opened and
tube B is closed (Fig. 21. When the vacuum is acti
vated, air is drawn into the lower end of A, lifting
light (empty) seeds into C and depositing them in
G, while heavy (filled) seeds fall into container F.
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are more readily lifted into C at air speeds required
to lift the debris. Some seeds, such as those of Cham·

aecyparis, Thuja, Betula, cannot be adequately

cleaned by this method since the debris has aerodyna·
mic qualities closely resembling those of the seeds,
and other methods need to be employed. These
seeds, which are impossible to dewing, are readily

attracted to the walls of the tubes by electrostatic
forces.

OPERATION AND RESULTS

Stage n
Seed sorting
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The mixture of filled and empty seeds, which
was cleaned in stage I, is placed in hopper M supply
ing the feed trough N (Figs. 3, 7 and 8). Seeds feed
continuously into tube A by means of the vibrator
o (Figs. 3, 7 and 8) attached to the underside of
feed trough N. The rheostat K (Figs. 3 and 6) con·
trolling the vibrator is raised until the seeds begin to
move down the trough toward tube A. Tube B is
flOW closed using spacer V (Fig. 5). The rheostat J
controlling the vacuum is raised to about 20% capa·
city and is further adjusted once the seeds begin to
enter A. If the vacuum setting is too low, all seeds
will tend to fall into container F; if too high, most

if not all . seeds will be drawn into G. A trial separa
tion, lasting perhaps 30 seconds, can be made and the
unit switched off so that seeds in F and G can be
examined; this is most readily done by means of
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Stage II : Seed Sorting

Figure 2. Schematic representation of PFAC seed cleaner!
sortar. Stage II: Seed soning.

Stage I
Rough cleaning
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of PFAC seed cleaner!
sorter. Stage I: Rough cleaning.

Stage I: Rough Cleaning

Dewinged seeds are placed in container H
(Figs. 3 and 4), which is then positioned at the
lower end of tube B and held in place by spacer U
(Fig. 3; compare spacer V, Fig. 5, used to close
tube Bl. The bottom of container H is made from
fine, wire-mesh. Tube A is closed with the rubber
plug S (Figs. 3 and 6). and the ,heortal J (Figs. 3
and 6) controlling the vacuum is gradually raised
until the dust, chaff, bracts, needles, etc., are drawn
into tube C. The very lightest materialS may be
drawn directly into the vacuum cleaner, while heavier
particles lodge in container G. The operator can lift
the seeds high in tube B and can visually check
when they begin to be drawn into G. This initial
cleaning leaves filled seeds and most of the empty
seeds, together with debris with similar aerodynamic
qualities, in container H and usually requires less than
1 minute to complete.

Rheostat settings vary with species and seed·
Jot, and settings as high as 65-70 have been used to

remove most of the debris without the removal of
any seeds. The bigger the seeds, e.g., Abies amabilis
and the larger pines, the easier they are cleaned,
while small seeds, such as Tsuga spp. and Picea spp.,
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All itllffiSllf. of Plexiglas unless otherwise stated.
Tube dimensions lire given in order of length x
oUllide diameter x wall thickness.

COMPONENTS LIST

millimetres

A· 610x70x3 24 II: 2.75 xO.125
8- 107011114x3 42x4.5xO.I25
C- 460.57.3 18 II 225 x 0.125
O· 4EiOxl40x6 18,,5.5.0.25
E· 84Ox57x3 33x2.25.0.125
F. 180xI52.3 7x6.o"0.125
G- 280.'27x3 l1x5.oxO.125
H- 165xl08x6 6.5x4.25.0.25
I· Fl."ible hose (supplied with vacuum c1'ilIl~)

J. Aheostet (variable autotransformer. 0-120 It,

10 amp)

K - RhtoSl8t (lIlIfiable autotransformer, 0-120 v,
10 amp)

L· 510 (height) x 610 {widthl x 445 (depth)-
plywood 20 x 24 x 17.5

M· 190.,14.3 7.5x4.5x0.125
N - Seed feeder hee tlxtl
O· Vibrator (massager unit· Me textl
p. 1890 K 610 . plywood 74.5 x 24
a· Fix&d saddle
A. Adjustable saddle
S· Rubber plug (size 13)
T· Bracket
U - 160 x 108 x 6 (eut-<)lJ! diameter 961
V - as for U, without cutout
X. B'lICklt
y. B'lICklt
Z - BrllCklt

'''! p
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Fipl3. Oi¥tmatic represlntation of the PFRC
Imonnory teed sorter.
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Figure 4. Contein... H fiu irtlo the tower 8f'Id of Nbe B.

x-ray radiographv_ If an x-ray unit is not available,

the operator must rely on a cutting test. Only a few
minutes of trial separation are necessary to find
the e:uct vacuum setting for removing most of the
empty seeds (to container G) while retaining all of
the filled seeds (in F).

Rheostat settings between 20 and 30 are
common for most species. Large seeds, such as
those of Abies amabilis, require slightly higher
settings. The degree of control, and hence the degree
of separation, is quite precise: near the optimum, a
change in rheostat setting of 1%·2% usually produces
an almost instantaneous response. judged by the
proportion of seeds falling from the end of the
feeder into container F. The seed sorter has been
used to fe-sort seedlots previously separated by other
means, e.g., gravity table. It has also been used to
investigate the effect of aerodynamic density on
germination; that is, filled seeds have been separated
into numerous fractions using progressively higher
rheostat settings. Even with Abies amabilis (the lar·
gest tested so farl, all filled seeds can be drawn from
the feeder into the container G without utilizing
the full capacity of the vacuum.

For most species, it is not possible to remove
all the emPty seeds without also removing some of

the smaller,lighter filled seeds (Figs. 12, 13and 14l.
The operator has a choice of sorting for quantity;
i.e., retaining (in F) all of the filled seeds with some
emPty seeds, or quality; i.e., removing all empty
seeds at the expense of some of the smaller, lighter
filled seeds; since the removed seeds are deposited
in G, any filled seeds can be recovered. Cleaning for
quality (100% filled seeds) requires higher vacuum
settings.

CONSTRUCTION

The details that follow shouk! be sufficient
for the unit to be duplicated by most laboratories.
The dimensions, shown in Fig. 3, are not considered
critical and might be adjusted to meet the availa·
bility of local supplies; however, relative proportions
shook! not be drastically altered.

The PFRC seed sorter was constructed almost
entirely of Plexiglas and closely resembles the Wool·
ard·Silen f19731 unit in many of its components.
Tube B, used for rough cleaning, is equivalent to
Woolard-5ilen's SOB tube. Tube A, used for final
sorting, is equivalent to Woolard-5ilen's SA tube.
Tube E (Fig. 3) connects the unit, via flexible hose I,
to a "Shop-Vac" (5 gallon U.S.) vacuum cleaner
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Figure 5. For ~ lIQrting, with container H in pllll:e. lube B is plugged with
spacer II. For initial cleaning, spacer U, with the circular cut-out.
is used instead I•• Fig. 31.
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housed in cabinet L (fig. 61. Tubes C and D, which
form a vacuum "trap", are additional components
not found in the Woolard-Sileo design, Tube C
extends almost the fult length of, and inside, tube 0
(Figs. 2 and 31. The air-stream, on leaving the lower
end of C, turns vertically upward in D and exits into
E. In doing so. air velocity is reduced since D is
larger than C, allowing particles carried in the air
stream to fall into the container G. This trap was
installed so that only the very lightest materials ..
chaff and dust .. woukl be drawn directly into the
vacuum cleaner. Seeds collected in G are available
for fUl1her examination.

Clear plastic permits the operator to view
the cleaning or sorting process at all times. but
this material is not the most economical nor the
easiest with which to work. The bulk of the apparatus
described here could be built from standard plastic
pipe (PVCl. which would create some economy in
materials and construction costs. Only tube A and
container G need to be of Plexiglas. Total cost of
materials for the unit was approximately $300.00.

Figure 6. Inside cabinet L, with air VItllU in the lid, WIlls.
CabilWt lOP conveniently supports other com
ponenu.

Main tube connections were made with
standard plastic pipe elbows and nipples in an eHort
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Figure 7. Detaill of the Med feedtlr N. Vibrator 0 must b. attached COffllCtly
since In motion is directional; Incorrect mounting causes seeds to move
toward the cup.

to streamline the airflow. This reduces the contact
between seeds and the tubing walls, as well as facil
itating cleaning of the unit between seedlots. These
connections are the only non-transparent parts used.
The tubes are mounted in position against a back
board P, which runs the full height of the unit and is
made, as in the cabinet, from 19 mm 10.75 in)
plywood. In the PFRC unit. the tubes are held in
position by Plexiglas brackets X. Y and Z (Figs. 3,
5 and 9), which are cemented to 6 mm (0.25 in)
Plexiglas sheet covering the backboard P to the
level of the cabinet L (Figs. 3 and 6). A simpler
and more economical alternative would be to use
pipe clamps. Casters were added to the cabinet to
permit the apparatus to be used in different loca
tions.

The seed feeder N (Fig. 7) consists of a
13 mm (0.5 in) thick Plexiglas base in which a shal
low (6 mm x 25 mm) groove was machined. A cir
cular cup at one end prevents spillage of seeds fal
ling from the hopper M. Strips of Plexiglas were
joined to the base along the edges of the groove $0

that a trough was formed. Where the trough joined
the circular cup, the wall of the cup was pierced
{to the dimensions of the trough) to permit seed
flow. The trough was curved at its distal end where
it makes an entrance into tube A. This arrangement
was required so that support for the feeder, in the
form of saddles 0 and R (Figs. 8 and 91. could be
attached to brackets T and Y. R is an adjustable

saddle attached to bracket T (Fig. 9). The vibrator,
attached to the underside of the feeder, is an inex
pensive, skin massaging unit available at most drug
stores (Figs. 7 and 8). Soft rubber pads were attached
to the underside of the feeder or to the saddles
(0, A) to reduce noise and bounce when the vibrator
was turned on.

Container F. held in poSitIOn by a small
shelf and hook {Fig. 101. oollects particles that fall
against the airstream in tube A. Container G, which
collects lighter particles, attaches to the lower end of
tube D by a "bayonet-catch" . a slot in G fits over a
short bolt in 0 (Fig. 11).

Unlike the Woolard-Silen unit, no venturi
was induded. The port through which the seed feeder
N enters tube A (Figs. 8 and 9) was kept a close fit
around the end of the seed trough. Since a negative
pressure is generated by the vacuum throughout
the entire unit, seeds are readily drawn into tube A.

POSSIBLE MOOIFICATIONS

The seed feeder mechanism was the most
complicated component because of the special
machining involved. Although the overall materials
cost was only a fraction of a commercial unit, this
mechanism has not proven to be satisfactory. The
feed rate is slow, and the unit is noisy. To eliminate
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FigureS. Placing the seed feeder in politicn. Saddle R allows the incline of
the seed feeder to be adjusted.
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Figu.e9. The plecemenl of fil(ed saddle a on br&eket Y, end lldjuJtllble saddle
R on bracket T. A short length of split, rubber tubing fiu over the
low&r edge of the port (tube AJ 10 cushion the bounce of the sltlld
feeder (N).
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Figure 10. AttllChing container F at the mouth of tube A.

these drawbacks, builders should consider the use of
a commercially built vibrator, despite the increased
cost. It is planned to convert the existing unit in this
manner.

The hopper design can be altered to suit any
particular feeder. The hopper holds approximately
0.5 kg of seeds; a larger, free-standing hopper would

free the operator from remaining in attendance to
replenish the seed supply. thus increasing the con·
venience of the unit. For lots greater than 1-2 kg,
containers F and G would also have to be increased.
Lengthening of G is recommended as the rapidly
moving airstream at high vacuum settings disturbs
seeds that have collected in G, drawing some into the
vacuum cleaner.

To allow continuous sorting of large seed lots,
a butterfly valve should be installed in the base of
G which would open into a hose leading to a floor·
standing seed bin. The valve is necessary since G must
remain closed to retain the vacuum pull through the

unit, but would permit seed removal without dis
connecting G. No valve would be necessary in F since
this is an open vessel, but F could also be redesigned
to funnel seeds into a hose leading to a floor·standing
seed bin. For processing larger seed lots, tube B
could be omitted since other means are available
for rough cleaning large volumes of seeds.
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Figure 13. A Dougllls·fir WedlOl
alter sorting. I. Seeds
collected in container
F include a few empty
seeds, together with one
or two inslICl - infested
seeds. Nearly all the
needles and other non·
seed pan icles have been
removed. Rheostat set
ling 28. Compare with
Fig. 12.

Figure 14. A Douglas·fir soodlot
after sorting. II. A
small percentage of
filled seeds, most of
the insect . infested
seeds and other debris
cOlle<:ted in container
G. Rheostat setting 28.
Compare with Fig. 12.
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